mTimeSheet

We’ve got the solution

The new innovative mTimeSheet
solutions is a cost effective portable
solutions that provides the tools for
fast and easy time sheets
completion. The system is specially
designed for outdoor sheet filling in
various sectors like civil
engineering. The user can now
complete massive timesheets for
any number of employees by simply
pressing a few buttons.
Timesheets can include any number
of activities per day plus a photo
captured by the handheld’s camera
showing the task completed.
Equipment operation sheets can be
filled by using the same mechanism
for any worker tools like vehicles,
machinery etc.
Spot-check capability that offers
the potential of performing specific
productivity and performance
controls on both equipment and
employees in order to measure
performance.
Specifically for the civil engineering
sector, the mTimeSheet can also
perform spot checks on
subcontractors by measuring the
number of employees and time
spent in order to perform specific
activites. The resulting data can be
sent to any financial software for
further analysis by the appropriate
financial/costing department.

mTimesheet is a fully customizable
solution that can be easily
integrated to any pre existing
financial, time keeping or costing
software. Specially designed
bridged are provided that enable
the interoperation between the
systems without the user’s
interference.
This solution uses the cutting edge
tools to provide maximum level of
service by utilizing Oracle’s 11G
Database as the repository and
Oracle 10GR3 for the handheld to
server synchronization. The later
offers additionally a web
environment for the system
administrator that enables the
constant device monitoring and
management.
• Fast & easy timesheet completion
•Supports Employees timesheetsequipment
operation sheet and subcontractors
progress reports
•Image capturing of the task performed
•GPS map assistance and position
verification
•Back Office utility for authorizing and
verifying the timesheets by multiple
persons
•Supports Project/Equipment manager,
timekeeper and foreman roles
•Enhanced spot check mechanism for
specific productivity and progress
checks
•Printable reports
•Easy integration with any existing system
•Multi language user friendly interface

Fast Time Sheet completion
Timekeeper can now fill sheets for
many employees/equipment
grouped with any number of
activities in seconds. Additionally
the user can also copy from one day
to the next in order to minimize the
time required. Also timesheets can
be filled for up to a full week at
once by further decreasing the time
required.
Specially designed for hard
environments
The system supports the latest
technology rugged handheld
devices provided by Intermec and
Motorola which are specifically
designed for extreme conditions.
The mobile client can be executed
in any Windows Mobile enabled
device.
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Maximum level of consistency
Oracle Lite 10G3 provides all the
necessary tools that enable the
remote data synchronization with
the 11G repository without the
need for the user to return to the
head office. Device management,
remote upgrade and
synchronization (history) monitoring
tools are provided to the
administrator through an easy to
use web based interface.
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mTimeSheet System Operation Process

Project/equipment managers and
foreman roles
Managers can now use the
mTimeSheet Back Office utility in
order to approve, change, view,
compare all the timesheets filled by
the timekeeper now or in the past.
Specific rules can be applied in
order to match company’s need.

Further data collection for financial
management
mTimeSheet provides tools that
enable the collection of additional
data through the spot-check
mechanism that can provide a clear
view of the productivity level and the
task progress report. Moreover the
images captured are stored in the
database and can be retrieved for any
report etc.

mTimeSheet System Architecture

Printable Reports
The mTimeSheet Back Office system
offer the capability of printing any
type of reports in any printer
connected to the manager’s
computer. These reports provide a
paper based view of the sheets or
spot checks.

